
The Internap Solution
Designed from the ground up, Internap offers dedicated and virtual enterprise private 
cloud options to meet your IT Infrastructure needs. A dedicated private cloud solution 
is ideal for organizations that seek the benefits of virtualization without the concern of 
shared infrastructure, while a virtual private cloud is ideal for companies that desire 
simplified management and increased flexibility. Both of our private cloud solutions are 
built on VMware®, the leader in enterprise IT virtualization. Backed by Internap’s world-
class customer service, you gain access to a proven, secure platform, allowing you to 
move seamlessly into the cloud.

Dedicated Private Cloud
Internap’s dedicated private cloud is deployed in a secure, isolated environment, 
allowing you to enjoy the management and flexibility benefits of virtualization without 
having to share your infrastructure. We tune your dedicated private cloud for maxi-
mum performance and efficiency based on your needs, providing the utmost control 
over your environment with your choice of hardware configurations. Our custom 
solution also provides tailored data protection, as it is designed for your specific 
security requirements. 

Virtual Private Cloud
For enterprises that need a private cloud but don’t want to worry about the underly-
ing hardware, Internap’s virtual private cloud provides a compelling alternative. By  
focusing on resources and not hardware, the virtual private cloud increases the 
ease of management and even gives customers the tools to provide IT-as-a-Service 
to multiple departments within their business. Customers also receive reserved 
resources and can create customized network configurations on-demand through 
VMware’s vCloud™ portal.

The Internap Difference  
Our private cloud solutions supply complete IT platform flexibility with a hybrid of IT 
deployment options. Leveraging our patented Managed Internet Route Optimizer™ 
(MIRO) technology, your traffic is directed over redundant, high-speed connections, 
dynamically linking you to the best performing Internet route at all times. Our  
Performance IP™ service and redundant data center architecture protects your  
business information, creating an enhanced experience for your end users. 

We provide a secure private cloud solution built on a foundation of superior  
performance, flexibility and cost savings. The result: an exceptional end-user  
experience with fewer abandoned sessions, increased revenue opportunities and 
unmatched reliability.

Enterprise Private Cloud
Airtight Security, Complete Control
Your business demands more flexibility, increased reliability and reduced costs. Your infrastructure is already virtualized, but your 

hardware needs to be refreshed. You need a cloud solution that is flexible and efficient, not cumbersome. In-house solutions can 

be costly and time-consuming, but what level of control do you need for your environment? How do you take advantage of cloud 

technologies without taking a full plunge into the public cloud?

•	 Utilize VMware to gain more flexibility, 
increase efficiency and leverage 
advanced virtualization features 
 

•	 Guarantee dedicated resources for 
your activities 

•	 Improve performance from the 
cloud to your end user by leveraging 
our patented route optimization 
technology 

•	 Provide greater security and control 
within a private platform environment 

•	 Allow for predictable monthly IT spend 
based on planned capacity levels

Enterprise Private Cloud Benefits
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Contact us to learn how Internap can solve your IT challenges by enabling you to focus on your core business, improve service levels and lower the cost of IT operations.



Enterprise Private Cloud Features

Trusted Hypervisor Platform
VMware, the industry’s most trusted hypervisor, offers an excellent balance of security, 
flexibility and administrative maturity. Create your own virtualized environment and 
leverage the benefits of cloud while still meeting your unique business demands.

Premium Data Center Foundation
Our data centers are engineered to strict reliability standards so you are assured 
your cloud will have maximum uptime. Our secure SAS 70 Type II audited facilities, 
conveniently located in major metropolitan areas, feature N+1 redundancy for both 
power and cooling.  

Patented Performance Network
Our cloud services connect to multiple major backbone providers through our patented 
route optimization technology.  With the highest performing and most reliable network 
built in, your cloud is maximized for optimal uptime.

Selecting a Private Cloud Solution:
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Why Internap?
Transform your IT Infrastructure 
into a competitive advantage with 
IT IQ from Internap, intelligent 
IT Infrastructure solutions that 
deliver unparalleled performance, 
availability and support. Since 
1996, thousands of enterprises 
have entrusted Internap to deliver 
their online applications across 
our platform of connectivity, 
colocation, managed hosting and 
cloud services.

For more information, visit
www.internap.com.

Enterprise Private Cloud

Dedicated Private Cloud Virtual Private Cloud

Environment
Premium data center, single ten-
ant, dedicated servers, environ-
ment isolation

Premium data center, multi-tenant, 
dedicated resource allocation, application 
isolation

Security
Internap controlled data centers, 
metro-based, SAS 70 type II  
compliant colocation facilities

Internap controlled data centers, 
metro-based, SAS 70 type II compliant 
colocation facilities

Storage Type Dedicated SAN Secure multi-tenant SAN

Costs Contracted, monthly, fixed Contracted, monthly, fixed

Hypervisor VMware Hypervisor VMware Hypervisor

User Interface vCenter vCloud Director

Technology Partners Dell, Brocade, NetApp, Cisco Cisco, EMC, VMWare


